
In an occupation where 
stress is ample, farmers 
have few options for mental 
health care.  

Ted endeavors to help states develop a 
rural mental health assistance program by 
offering his comprehensive training 
programs for those who work with 
farmers. His trainings are designed to help 
people who work with farmers on a 
regular basis recognize and respond 
when they see farmers experiencing 
stress, anxiety, depression, and other 
challenges.

He also consults with the Department of 
Agriculture to share how the program 
fundamentally works and the impact it has 
had on the rural community in Minnesota.

Ted is the only mental health care provider 
in the country that deals exclusively with 
the farm community.

For more information visit: 

farmcounseling.org 

Ted Matthews 
Director of Minnesota Rural Mental Health 

Ted is a mental health practitioner with over 
30 years of experience in counseling and 
rural areas. He has been director of mental 
health services during two natural disasters 
in the 1990s.  Matthews has provided crisis 
outreach training in several states.  He also 
has extensive counseling experiences in the 
areas of PTSD, crisis intervention, family 
issues, suicidology and domestic abuse.  
His credentials include experience in crisis 
intervention, family mediation, individual, 
family and group therapy, outreach training, 
administration, public speaking, domestic 
abuse and compulsive gambling.


Rural Mental 
Health Support 
Training 



The highest suicide rates of 
any occupation in the country 
is farming.
In Ted’s trainings you will: 

· Learn how to recognize the signs of mental 
and emotional distress and crisis


· Learn to use active listening skills


· Provide outreach programs that target Rural 
Mental Health


· Improve your confidence about delivering 
difficult information to farmers


· Be able to use anger de-escalation 
strategies when necessary


· Understand how and why to take care of 
your own emotional and mental health 


· Learn how to develop a working relationship 
with your local Sheriffs Department 


The Training Programs 
Ted works with a wide variety of ag agencies 
and ag business to work with farmers more 
efficiently. He offers trainings specific to each 
group and need. These trainings are for groups 
of all sizes to learn practical skills that will 
improve their relationships with farmers and 
help them through stressful times.


2-Day Comprehensive Training 

· Better Communication Skills


· Interactive exercises


· Comprehensive understanding of the Stages 
of the Loss Cycle


· Presentation from Sheriff Randy Willis on how 
all of these issues are community based and 
how best to navigate within them


· Inclusive Handouts 


· Knowing yourself; assess how you come 
across and identify anything you may need to 
improve or change. 


· Improving your self-promotion; if you don’t 
self promote- no one else will. 


· The importance of learning when to focus on 
you.


· Understanding and working with anger


· Stress management


· Self-awareness


Full-Day Basic Training 

· Better Communication Skills


· Interactive exercises


· Inclusive Handouts 


· Presentation from Sheriff Randy Willis on how 
all of these issues are community based and 
how best to navigate within them


· Knowing yourself; assess how you come 
across and identify anything you may need to 
improve or change. 


· The importance of learning when to focus on 
you.


· Understanding and working with anger


· Stress management


· Self-awareness


Half-Day Overview Training 

· Better Communication Skills


· Handouts 


· Knowing yourself; assess how you come 
across and identify anything you may need to 
improve or change. 


· The importance of learning when to focus on 
you.


· Understanding and working with anger.

“When you think mental health, stop thinking mental illness.” 


